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On Monday May 10, 2021, at approximately 1028 hours, Ohio Bureau of Criminal Investigation
(BCI) Special Agents Jim Mulford (SA Mulford) and Andrew Russell (SA Russell) interviewed
Columbus Division of Police (CPD) Officer Dana Houseberg (Officer Houseberg) in response
to an Officer Involved Critical Incident (OICI). The purpose of the interview was to obtain all
relevant information of the incident known or observed by this individual. Also present for the
interview was Officer Houseberg’s union attorney, Nicole Wannemacher.

On April 12, 2021, an OICI occurred at Mount Carmel St. Ann's Hospital in Westerville, OH. An
altercation happened between Miles Jackson (Jackson) and officers from the Columbus Division
of Police, Westerville Police, and St. Ann's Security Department. Jackson died as a result of
gunshot wounds from this incident.

This interview was audio recorded, and a copy of the recording was saved electronically within
the case file. Please refer to the recording for specific quotes. The following is a summation of
the interview.

Prior to beginning the interview, SA Mulford provided Officer Houseberg with a BCI "Criminal
Investigation Notification” form. SA Mulford advised BCI was conducting a criminal investigation
separate from any internal investigation that CPD may be conducting. Officer Houseberg
was told her interview was voluntary and that she could stop answering questions at any
time. Officer Houseberg verbally confirmed she understood the contents of the form and
signed the document further acknowledging her understanding. A copy of the signed Criminal
Investigation Notification (CIN) Form is attached to this report.

Attorney Nicole Wannemacher provided SA Mulford with a written statement from Officer
Houseberg regarding the OICI. Agent Mulford reviewed the statement upon receipt.
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Furthermore, SA Mulford provided a printed scene sketch of the OICI scene to reference
throughout the interview. Officer Houseberg signed her statement provided to BCI, and she
verified the statement was a true and accurate depiction of the OICI incident. Please refer to
Officer Houseberg’s statement for further details. A copy of the signed written statement and
the sketch was saved within the case file and is attached to this report.

SA Mulford asked Officer Houseberg a few follow up questions and had her confirm where she
fired her Taser based on the printed scene sketch. Officer Houseberg’s answers appeared to be
consistent with her written statement.

Officer Houseberg wrote in her statement, “Typically, our training would not be to deploy a
taser in a deadly force situation. However, if we have time, distance, barrier, lethal force backup
and reasonableness we may deploy the taser. In this particular instance, we wanted to try
everything possible to not use lethal force on the suspect and I thought it was reasonable to
deploy the taser as I had sufficient lethal force backup, distance, and it was reasonable. The
suspect had been given multiple opportunities over 4-5 minutes to show us his right hand
and refused. We did not know if Officer Howe had been shot and we needed to get him out of
the room. At the time I deployed my taser, I was in fear for the life of Officer Howe, the other
officers, and security guards and civilians in the area, as well as my own life. I knew the suspect
had a gun and Officer Krichbaum told me he had already fired a round. He had been given
multiple opportunities to show us his right hand and refused. When I deployed my taser, my
intention was to tase the suspect to get compliance to secure him. However, within a second
or two of my deployment, I heard a gunshot that I believe came from the suspect and then
multiple gunshots.”

SA Mulford asked Officer Houseberg if she physically witnessed Jackson have a firearm. Officer
Houseberg stated she did not see Jackson have a firearm initially, but did see a small black
firearm lying next to Jackson after the shooting incident. She was only told by other officers
that he had a weapon and had fired shots prior to her arrival.

Officer Houseberg reported she could not see if her taser prongs contacted Jackson. She
assumed the taser was not effective because shots were fired immediately thereafter.

Officer Houseberg had no further information.

Attachments:Attachments:

Attachment # 01:05-10-21 Dana Houseberg Interview
Attachment # 02:Officer Dana Houseberg Signed CIN Form
Attachment # 03:Officer Dana Houseberg Signed Statement
Attachment # 04:Officer Dana Houseberg Scene Sketch
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